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CIDER assumptions

- System of record
- Data reuse value
- Flexibly push data out
DCA: reusing archival data

CIDER
- EAD
- EAC-CPF
- MARC
- FOXML
- ... ???

Tufts repository
- Digital objects
Hydra Development: Opportunities

- Library’s interest
- Collaboration in development
- Move from command line ingest to GUI interface
- ETD self-submission
Hydra Development: Challenges

Metadata sources for ingest

- New Nations Votes
- CIDER
- Library’s spreadsheets
- Self submission

Tufts repository
Success!

Collaborative learning

Increasingly complex repository functions

Process standardization

Data normalization
  - Data dictionary
Current Integration

Export metadata from CIDER

Ingest through MIRA

Import to CIDER

Export metadata from MIRA